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What do we learn from the discovery of the Higgs?

1. Higgsless models are almost excluded !
2. Higgs is more like an elementary scalar !

 V = - mhiggs2/2 h†h + !/4 (h†h)2  

mhiggs = !1/2 v  [ v=174.1GeV]

! ~ 0.5mhiggs ~ 125GeV

The quartic coupling !  is small and this simple elementary scalar 
Higgs description works consistently !

In the simplest implementation... V

h
mh2

The Minimal Standard Model works !

Introduction



How about Naturalness ?
The mass of the elementary Higgs boson is not 
protected by any symmetries...

It is quite reasonable to expect  new physics behind
the Standard Model at around O(100)GeV - O(1)TeV !

Why mhiggs2  ≪ MGUT 2, MPLANCK 2   ?

Extra Dimensional Models ?
Supersymmetric Standard Models ?

Composite Higgs Models ?

These are very exciting possibilities to be tested at the 14TeV 
run of the LHC, at the ILC.

Introduction



So far, we have no direct observational data which support these 
possibilities from collider experiments...

 gluino mass >1.4 TeV  for squark >> TeV

cf.) No supersymmetric particles have been discovered at the LHC ;

 squark/gluino mass > 1.8 TeV

Negative pressure on Supersymmetry as a solution to the 
Naturalness problem...

      We have no imminent need to give up the Naturalness problem 
as a guiding strategy at all.

The success of the simplest Higgs mechanism might suggest that 
Simplicity is a more important guiding strategy in constructing 
models of new physics...

What can we think of if we impose Simplicity on dark matter ?

Introduction

However, we might need to start thinking di!erently...



Putting Simplicity on Dark Matter

How to impose Simplicity on the dark matter sector ?

There are tons of ways..., 

Let us explore the extreme cases :

No unique de"nition of simplicity...

The dark sector consists of just a single massive particle with the 
charges under the Standard Model gauge groups and introduce no 
new interactions.

(Integer) Charged dark matter

→ MDM > O(1017) GeV  [e.g. `01 Perl et.al.]

Colored dark matter (SIMP)

→ MDM > O(1016) GeV  [e.g. `07 Mack et.al.]

[cf. neutral single dark matter with new higgs interactions 
                                             (’04 Davoudiasl, Kitano, Li, Murayama )]

constrained by direct detection experiments, Earth heating

Neutron star lifetime [’90 Gloud et.al.],



Putting Simplicity on Dark Matter
How about SU(2)L charged dark matter ?

The dark matter particle is the neutral component in k-tuplet of 
SU(2)L with U(1)Y  hypercharge Y.

Q = T3 + Y = 0

ex) doublet  (k = 2) : |Y| = 1/2 triplet     (k = 3) : |Y| = 0,1 

quartet   (k = 4) : |Y| = 1/2, 3/2 quintet   (k = 5) : |Y| = 0,1,2

SU(2)L charged
 dark matter 

Y = 0 : minimal dark matter

Y " 0 : hypercharged minimal dark matter 
[’05 Cirelli, Fornengo, Strumia ]

[ Stability :  We simply assume there is a Z2 symmetry. ]

For k > 5 (7), fermionic (scalar) dark matter is automatically stable due to 
an accidental symmetry [’05 Cirelli, Fornengo, Strumia ]...

Shigeki’s talk !



Is hyper-charged and SU(2)L charged dark matter can be a good 
candidate of weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) ?

Putting Simplicity on Dark Matter
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• DM is in thermal equilibrium for T > MDM.
• For MDM < T,  DM is no more created
• DM is still annihilating for MDM < T for a while...
• DM is also diluted by the cosmic expansion

• DM cannot "nd each other and stop 
annihilating at some point

• DM number in comoving volume is frozen

The WIMPs works for the annihilation cross section : !!v" # 10!9GeV!2

!DMh2 ! 0.1 "
!

10!9 GeV!2

#!v$

"

Minimal dark matter annihilate into the vector bosons and the fermions!

→ good candidate for the WIMP for MDM = O(1)TeV !



Hypercharged Minimal Dark Matter

Direct dark matter detection experiments have put severe constraints 
on hypercharged minimal dark matter!
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FIG. 3: New result on spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scat-
tering from XENON100: The expected sensitivity of this run
is shown by the green/yellow band (1�/2�) and the result-
ing exclusion limit (90% CL) in blue. For comparison, other
experimental results are also shown [19–22], together with
the regions (1�/2�) preferred by supersymmetric (CMSSM)
models [18].

the benchmark region fluctuates to 2 events is 26.4% and
confirms this conclusion.

A 90% confidence level exclusion limit for spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon cross sections �� is calcu-
lated, assuming an isothermal WIMP halo with a lo-
cal density of ⇢� = 0.3GeV/c3, a local circular veloc-
ity of v0 = 220 km/s, and a Galactic escape velocity of
vesc = 544 km/s [17]. Systematic uncertainties in the en-
ergy scale as described by the Le↵ parametrization of [6]
and in the background expectation are profiled out and
represented in the limit. Poisson fluctuations in the num-
ber of PEs dominate the S1 energy resolution and are
also taken into account along with the single PE resolu-
tion. The expected sensitivity of this dataset in absence
of any signal is shown by the green/yellow (1�/2�) band
in Fig. 3. The new limit is represented by the thick blue
line. It excludes a large fraction of previously unexplored
parameter space, including regions preferred by scans of
the constrained supersymmetric parameter space [18].

The new XENON100 data provide the most strin-
gent limit for m� > 8GeV/c2 with a minimum of
� = 2.0 ⇥ 10�45 cm2 at m� = 55GeV/c2. The max-
imum gap analysis uses an acceptance-corrected expo-
sure of 2323.7 kg⇥days (weighted with the spectrum of a
100GeV/c2 WIMP) and yields a result which agrees with
the result of Fig. 3 within the known systematic di↵er-
ences. The new XENON100 result continues to challenge
the interpretation of the DAMA [19], CoGeNT [20], and
CRESST-II [21] results as being due to scalar WIMP-
nucleon interactions.
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We revisit the hypercharged minimal dark matter scenario whose abundance is produced non-
thermally during the reheating process after inflation. We show that, in this scenario, it is possible
to probe the reheating temperature after inflation up to O(109) GeV via the future ton-scale direct
detection experiments. We also discuss to what extent we will discern the Z-boson mediated nature
of the direct detection interactions.

The success of the Minimal Standard Model to date
may suggest that simplicity should be taken as a guiding
principle in constructing models of new physics. An im-
plication could be that the sector responsible for the dark
matter of the universe consists of just a single new par-
ticle, with exploring its possible Standard Model charges
being of key importance. Many important constraints
have already been placed.

If the dark matter particle has a sizable electric charge,
then it would have collected in the cores of neutron stars
and caused collapse to black holes, which leads to a lower
limit on the dark matter mass about 1017 GeV [? ]. QCD
charged dark matter is constrained by direct detection
experiments to be heavier than about 1016 GeV [? ]. In
both of these cases, it is di�cult to populate such heavy
particles in the early universe, although there may be
some mechanisms for doing so [? ]. Therefore, the most
interesting remaining possibility is that of dark matter
which is in some representation of electroweak SU(2),
along with a hypercharge chosen to make one of the com-
ponents electrically neutral [1][16].

In this letter, we discuss the possibility of hypercharged
minimal dark matter produced non-thermally from the
thermal-bath during the reheating process after inflation.
There, we show that through the interrelation between
the dark matter mass and the reheating temperature af-
ter inflation required for the correct abundance, it is pos-
sible to probe the reheating temperature via direct de-
tection experiments of dark matter. In particular, a ro-
bust upper limit on the reheating up to O(109) GeV will
be placed once the dark matter signals are observed in
the future experiments, which excludes or lends support
to thermal leptogenesis [3]. We also discuss that the Z-
mediated nature of the direct detection interactions could
be discerned by comparing the nuclear recoil energy spec-
tra on the di↵erent target materials.

Direct detection of hypercharged dark matter.

In order for the dark matter multiplet to contain an elec-
trically neutral particle (which is then also the lightest
one [1]), a variety of hypercharge assignments are possi-
ble. For a doublet, for example, the hypercharge must
be 1/2. If the hypercharge is non-zero, the dark matter

particle interacts with nucleus via the Z-boson exchange,
with a spin independent scattering cross section,

�
�N

=
G2

F

µ2

N

2⇡
Y 2(N � (1� 4 sin ✓

W

)Z)2 . (1)

where G
F

is the Fermi constant, Y the dark matter hy-
percharge, µ

N

is the reduced mass of the nucleus and
dark matter, ✓

W

the weak mixing angle, and N and Z
are the number of neutrons and protons in the target,
respectively. Here, we have assumed sermonic dark mat-
ter. For the scalar case, the cross section is multiplied by
a factor of 4.

The strongest direct detection constraint presently
comes from the XENON100 experiment [4], and at large
masses, it takes the form of

�
n

& 2⇥ 10�44cm2 ⇥
✓

M
DM

1 TeV

◆
, (2)

at the 90% C.L. Here, �
n

is the dark matter nucleon cross
section, taken as equal for protons and neutrons. This
translates into the requirement �

�Xe

& 6⇥ 10�36cm2 for
m

DM

= 1TeV, from which follows

M
DM

& 30 TeV ⇥ (2Y )2 . (3)

It is remarkable that direct detection experiments are
continuing to explicitly search for physics at such high
mass scales.

This constraint in Eq. (3) is often taken to imply that
the hypercharged minimal dark matter is strongly disfa-
vored. In fact, the annihilation cross section of the hyper-
charged minimal dark matter into the Standard Model
particles is given by [1]

h�vi ' 1
512⇡kM2

DM

⇥ (g4

2

(2 + 17k2 � 19)

+4Y 4g4

Y

(41 + 8Y 2) + 16g2

2

g2

Y

(k2 � 1)) , (4)

where k is the dimension of the representation of SU(2).
Here, we again assumed fermonic dark matter. There-
fore, the so-called WIMP cross section, O(10�26) cm3/s,
is achieved for m

DM

= O(1)TeV, which unfortunately
contradicts with the above constraint [17].

Nucleus scattering rate via Z-boson exchange

GF : Fermi constant, (N,Z) # of (n,p)

( x 4 for scalar DM)

The strongest limit from the XENON100 experiment :

→ MDM > 30 PeV x (2Y)2

Hypercharged minimal dark matter cannot be a WIMP candidate... 
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The lack of new physics at the LHC so far weakens the argument for TeV scale thermal dark
matter. On the other hand, heavier, non-thermal dark matter is generally di�cult to test experi-
mentally. Here we consider the interesting and generic case of hypercharged dark matter, which can
allow for heavy dark matter masses without spoiling testability. Planned direct detection experi-
ments will be able to see a signal for masses up to an incredible 1010 GeV, and this can further serve
to probe the reheating temperature up to about 109 GeV, as determined by the non-thermal dark
matter relic abundance. The Z-mediated nature of the dark matter scattering may be determined
in principle by comparing scattering rates on di↵erent detector nuclei, which in turn can reveal the
dark matter mass. We will discuss the extent to which future experiments may be able to make
such a determination.

The success of the Minimal Standard Model to date
weakens the case for TeV scale thermal relic dark matter.
For heavier dark matter, however, testability becomes a
key issue. Interestingly, if dark matter is in some repre-
sentation of SU(2)

L

, along with a non-zero hypercharge
to make one of its components electrically neutral, then
tree level Z exchange leads to significant cross sections
at direct detection experiments, and can lead to signals
for even very heavy masses.

In this letter, we discuss the possibility of hypercharged
minimal dark matter [1] produced non-thermally from
the thermal-bath during the reheating process after infla-
tion. We will show that a signal at direct detection exper-
iments would be correlated to concrete information about
the reheating temperature and associated thermal his-
tory. In particular, a signal at future experiments could
e↵ectively measure the reheating temperature to within
a two order of magnitude window. Planned detectors will
be sensitive to masses of up to about 1010 GeV, and in
turn reheating temperatures of up to about 107–109 GeV.
Making such constraints compelling would require gain-
ing evidence that heavy hypercharged dark matter was
indeed responsible for an observed signal. We will show
that such evidence could be gleaned by comparing rates
and spectra at multiple nuclear targets, to determine
the Z-mediated nature of the scattering. In particu-
lar, currently planned experiments have the capability
to rule out a future signal as being mediated by Higgs
exchange, or other isospin conserving possibilities, at al-
most 90%C.L. Hidden photon mediated scattering could
be even more tightly constrained. Indeed, in such a sit-
uation, Z-mediated scattering might be the most com-
pelling possibility, with farther o↵ experiments capable
of giving further evidence.

Interestingly, the scenario we discuss might arise in
supersymmetric theories if the higgsino is the lightest
superpartner, and if the supersymmetry breaking scale is

very high– as presently motivated by the lack of evidence
for superpartners near the weak scale.

Direct detection. In order for the dark matter
SU(2)

L

multiplet to contain an electrically neutral parti-
cle (which is then automatically the lightest [1]), a variety
of hypercharge assignments are possible. For a doublet,
for example, the hypercharge must be 1/2. If the hy-
percharge is non-zero, the dark matter particle interacts
with nuclei via Z-boson exchange, with a spin indepen-
dent scattering cross section,

�
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=
G2

F
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N

2⇡
Y 2(N � (1� 4 sin2 ✓
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)Z)2 . (1)

where G
F

is the Fermi constant, Y the dark matter hy-
percharge, µ

N

the reduced mass of the nucleus and dark
matter, ✓

W

the weak mixing angle, and N and Z the
number of neutrons and protons in the target, respec-
tively. Here, we have assumed fermionic dark matter.
For the scalar case, the cross section is multiplied by a
factor of 4.
The strongest direct detection constraint presently

comes from the XENON100 experiment [2], and at large
masses, it takes the form

�
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at 90%C.L, from which follows

M
DM

& (2Y )2 ⇥ 3⇥ 107 GeV . (3)

It is remarkable that direct detection experiments are
continuing to explicitly search for physics at such high
mass scales.1

1 It is possible to avoid the constraint of Eq. (3) if the masses
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The scattering is highly suppressed at the tree-level, due to the 
absence of tree-level interactions with Z nor Higgs.

At the higher loop level, the cross section on a nucleon is estimated 
to be O(10-47)cm2 , which is two-orders of magnitude smaller than 
the current limit...
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Figure 1: One-loop contributions to e!ective interactions of Wino LSP and light quarks.
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Next, let us discuss the e!ective interactions of the Wino LSP and gluon. As we
discussed in the previous section, the O("s) correction to fG in Eq. (3) is relevant at the
leading order though it is induced by two-loop order. Three types of diagrams in Fig. 2
contribute to fG. The diagram (a) includes heavy quark loop (Q = c, b, t). The heavy
quark content of the nucleon is related to the gluon condensate as [22]
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6

One-loop diagrams which contribute
to the triplet DM-nucleon scatterings.

[’10 Hisano, Ishiwata, Nagata]

Hypercharged Minimal Dark Matter

Direct dark matter detection experiments of minimal dark matter 
(Y=0)

For comparison... 

Minimal dark matter (Y=0) is a viable candidate of the WIMP !



SU(2)L charged
 dark matter 

Y = 0 : minimal dark matter

Y " 0 : hypercharged minimal dark matter 
→ a viable WIMP candidate !

→ excluded as a WIMP candidate !

Are hypercharged minimal dark matter scenarios excluded ?
Let us simply discard the assumption that dark matter has attained 
thermal equilibrium after in#ation...

Instead, let us assume that the dark matter density is determined by a 
delicate choice of the dark matter mass and the temperature after 
in#ation assuming MDM > TR .

Hypercharged Minimal Dark Matter
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SU(2)L charged
 dark matter 

Y = 0 : minimal dark matter

Y " 0 : hypercharged minimal dark matter 
→ a viable WIMP candidate !

→ excluded as a WIMP candidate !

Hypercharged minimal dark matter is revived as the so-called 
WIMPZILLA without extending the dark matter sector at all!

Hyercharged minimal dark matter can be also revived by introducing mass splitting 
between Dirac neutral components to avoid the constraint from direct detection 
experiments... no more Simple though.

Hypercharged Minimal Dark Matter

[ WIMPZILLA [’98 Kolb,Chung, Riotto]: weakly interacting very heavy dark matter ]

Are hypercharged minimal dark matter scenarios excluded ?
Let us simply discard the assumption that dark matter has attained 
thermal equilibrium after in#ation...

Instead, let us assume that the dark matter density is determined by a 
delicate choice of the dark matter mass and the temperature after 
in#ation assuming MDM > TR .



Hypercharged Minimal Dark Matter
Dark Matter production during reheating between TMAX and TR

lo
g 
#

In#aton
radiation

In#atona-3/2
a-3

a-4

log a
Reheating 
at H≃$in%aton 

2

It is possible to avoid the constraint of Eq. (3) if the
masses of the neutral components of the dark matter mul-
tiplet are split by more than the energy available in nu-
clear scatterings, O(100) keV. This can be accomplished
by mixing the dark matter multiplet with other particles,
as is usually the case for the higgsinos in the supersym-
metric standard model. However, this cannot be accom-
plished without adding additional structure to the theory
beyond that of the dark matter particle itself.

Non-thermal minimal dark matter. On the other
hand, even if one makes no additional assumptions be-
yond a standard hot early universe preceded by inflation,
there are actually two values for the dark matter mass
which lead to the correct relic density, not one. The first
is of course the above mentioned thermal freeze-out mass,
determined by Eq. (4). The second corresponds to taking
a heavy dark matter mass, larger than the reheating tem-
perature of the universe after inflation, so that dark mat-
ter has never attained equilibrium after inflation. This is
the so-called WIMPZILLA scenario [5]. There, the cor-
rect relic density is realized by carefully arranging the
dark matter mass, the maximum temperature of the uni-
verse after inflation, T

max

, and the reheating temperature
T

R

. The first of these possibilities is generally considered
more attractive primarily because it has been expected
that new physics will be present at the TeV scale in any
case to stabilize the Higgs mass. The second scenario,
on the other hand, appears somewhat fine tuned due to
the carefully chosen Boltzmann factors. However, the
present experimental situation suggests a rethinking of
these arguments (see also discussions in the final section).
In the followings, we take the second scenario and discuss
to what extent we can probe the reheating process via the
direct detection experiments of dark matter.

The Boltzmann equation of the number density n of
dark matter is give by,

d

dt
n + 3Hn = �h�vi (n2 � n2

EQ

) , (5)

where n
EQ

denotes the number density in the thermal
equilibrium. After the end of inflation, the Hubble pa-
rameter and the temperature of the universe scale by the
scaling factor of the universe a;

H = H
R
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◆�⌘

, T = T
R
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a
R

◆�✏

, (6)

where ⌘ = 2 and ✏ = 1 in the radiation dominated era
while ⌘ = 3/2 and ✏ = 3/8 in the inflaton dominated
era [18]. Here, the subscripts R denote the values at the
end of the reheating process. The maximal temperature
T

max

is related to the Hubble parameter at the end of
inflation via

H
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⇥
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. (7)
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FIG. 1: The contour plot of the relic density of the minimal
hypercharged dark matter with k = 2 and Y = 1/2. The thick
(blue) line corresponds to the observed dark matter density.
The correct density is realized for M

DM

/T
e↵

' 24 indepen-
dently of M

DM

. The vertical (green) lines show the current
lower limit on the mass of the hypercharged mass from the
Xenon 100 experiment and the prospected constrained with a
thousand times more sensitivity.

The dark matter abundance is straightforwardly given
by solving the above equation with the initial condition
n

X

(T
max

) = 0. As a result, we obtain the resultant relic
density,
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where g⇤ ' O(100) denotes the e↵ective number of rela-
tivistic degrees of freedom during the reheating process,
M

pl

the reduced Planck scale, s
0

the entropy density of
the present universe, and H

0

= 100km/s/Mpc�1. The
exponent, x

e↵

, which stems from the Boltzman suppres-
sion factor in n

EQ

is given by,
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for max[x
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, x
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] < x
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and

x
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log x
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, (10)

for x
med

> x
R

. Here, we have introduced the variable
x = M

DM

/T and defined x
med

= 3 + ⌘ � 4✏/2✏ and
x0

med

= 3 + ⌘ � 3✏/2✏. In the inflaton dominated period,
they take x

med

= 4 and x0
med

= 4.5. It is notable that
the relic density depends on the mass of dark matter
only through x

e↵

. Thus, we find that the observed dark
matter density is obtained for x

e↵

' 24 independently of
the dark matter mass for the minimal hypercharged dark
matter with a small dependence on the dimension of the
SU(2) representation. (See Fig. 1).

Now, let us discuss the implications on T
max

and T
R

in
detail. In Fig. 2, we show the parameter region which re-
produces the observed dark matter density on (T

R

, T
max

)

Boltzmann Equation :

During reheating 
H = HR (a/aR)-3/2

T = TR (a/aR)-3/8

[ When the in#aton feels signi"cant back-reaction 
  from the thermal bath, the evolutions of #in%aton 
  and #R get more complicated... 
                                     (e.g. ’12 Mukaida & Nakayama) ]

After reheating 
H = HR (a/aR)-2

T = TR (a/aR)-1

( nEQ = 2 (MDMT/2&)3/2Exp[-MDM/T] )

with boundary condition : n = 0 at the end of in#ation.

End of In%ation

TMAX = TR (Hinf/HR)1/4

→ we take TR and TMAX as free parameters 
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Hypercharged Minimal Dark Matter
Dark Matter has attained thermal equilibrium?

DM has never attained 
equilibrium

TMAX < TR

MDM = 
108GeVMDM = 

1010GeVMDM = 
1012GeV Thermalized

in this region

= MDM / T

xR = 10
 102

 103

 104
Lower TR

MDM = 108GeV

Production e$ciency Thermalized region
Thermalized

The e$ciency has a peak at around  M ~ T .

The e$ciency decreases for a lower TR  for a given x ( e$ciency � TR2 )
The e$ciency decreases for a larger MDM  for a given x ( e$ciency � MDM-1 )

[ Even if we take TMAX ≫ MDM , DM has not necessarily attained equilibrium! ]

In most parameter space, DM has never attained thermal equilibrium 
after in#ation !  → Non-thermal Minimal Dark Matter !
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The relic abundance of non-thermal minimal dark matter :
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It is possible to avoid the constraint of Eq. (3) if the
masses of the neutral components of the dark matter mul-
tiplet are split by more than the energy available in nu-
clear scatterings, O(100) keV. This can be accomplished
by mixing the dark matter multiplet with other particles,
as is usually the case for the higgsinos in the supersym-
metric standard model. However, this cannot be accom-
plished without adding additional structure to the theory
beyond that of the dark matter particle itself.

Non-thermal minimal dark matter. On the other
hand, even if one makes no additional assumptions be-
yond a standard hot early universe preceded by inflation,
there are actually two values for the dark matter mass
which lead to the correct relic density, not one. The first
is of course the above mentioned thermal freeze-out mass,
determined by Eq. (4). The second corresponds to taking
a heavy dark matter mass, larger than the reheating tem-
perature of the universe after inflation, so that dark mat-
ter has never attained equilibrium after inflation. This is
the so-called WIMPZILLA scenario [5]. There, the cor-
rect relic density is realized by carefully arranging the
dark matter mass, the maximum temperature of the uni-
verse after inflation, T

max

, and the reheating temperature
T

R

. The first of these possibilities is generally considered
more attractive primarily because it has been expected
that new physics will be present at the TeV scale in any
case to stabilize the Higgs mass. The second scenario,
on the other hand, appears somewhat fine tuned due to
the carefully chosen Boltzmann factors. However, the
present experimental situation suggests a rethinking of
these arguments (see also discussions in the final section).
In the followings, we take the second scenario and discuss
to what extent we can probe the reheating process via the
direct detection experiments of dark matter.

The Boltzmann equation of the number density n of
dark matter is give by,

d

dt
n + 3Hn = �h�vi (n2 � n2

EQ

) , (5)

where n
EQ

denotes the number density in the thermal
equilibrium. After the end of inflation, the Hubble pa-
rameter and the temperature of the universe scale by the
scaling factor of the universe a;

H = H
R
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, T = T
R
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◆�✏

, (6)

where ⌘ = 2 and ✏ = 1 in the radiation dominated era
while ⌘ = 3/2 and ✏ = 3/8 in the inflaton dominated
era [18]. Here, the subscripts R denote the values at the
end of the reheating process. The maximal temperature
T

max

is related to the Hubble parameter at the end of
inflation via

H
inf

' H
R

⇥
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T
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T
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. (7)
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FIG. 1: The contour plot of the relic density of the minimal
hypercharged dark matter with k = 2 and Y = 1/2. The thick
(blue) line corresponds to the observed dark matter density.
The correct density is realized for M

DM

/T
e↵

' 24 indepen-
dently of M

DM

. The vertical (green) lines show the current
lower limit on the mass of the hypercharged mass from the
Xenon 100 experiment and the prospected constrained with a
thousand times more sensitivity.

The dark matter abundance is straightforwardly given
by solving the above equation with the initial condition
n

X

(T
max

) = 0. As a result, we obtain the resultant relic
density,
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where g⇤ ' O(100) denotes the e↵ective number of rela-
tivistic degrees of freedom during the reheating process,
M

pl

the reduced Planck scale, s
0

the entropy density of
the present universe, and H

0

= 100km/s/Mpc�1. The
exponent, x

e↵

, which stems from the Boltzman suppres-
sion factor in n

EQ

is given by,
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for max[x
med

, x
max

] < x
R

and

x
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= x
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2

log x
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, (10)

for x
med

> x
R

. Here, we have introduced the variable
x = M

DM

/T and defined x
med

= 3 + ⌘ � 4✏/2✏ and
x0

med

= 3 + ⌘ � 3✏/2✏. In the inflaton dominated period,
they take x

med

= 4 and x0
med

= 4.5. It is notable that
the relic density depends on the mass of dark matter
only through x

e↵

. Thus, we find that the observed dark
matter density is obtained for x

e↵

' 24 independently of
the dark matter mass for the minimal hypercharged dark
matter with a small dependence on the dimension of the
SU(2) representation. (See Fig. 1).

Now, let us discuss the implications on T
max

and T
R

in
detail. In Fig. 2, we show the parameter region which re-
produces the observed dark matter density on (T

R

, T
max

)

( xe' = MDM/Te' , s0 entropy density at present, H0 = 100hkm/s/Mpc )
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The relic abundance depends on MDM only through xe' (<%v>� MDM-2 )

The observed dark matter abundance is realized for xe'�� 26 .

lower TR

( xe! is a function of xR and xMAX )
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It is possible to avoid the constraint of Eq. (3) if the
masses of the neutral components of the dark matter mul-
tiplet are split by more than the energy available in nu-
clear scatterings, O(100) keV. This can be accomplished
by mixing the dark matter multiplet with other particles,
as is usually the case for the higgsinos in the supersym-
metric standard model. However, this cannot be accom-
plished without adding additional structure to the theory
beyond that of the dark matter particle itself.

Non-thermal minimal dark matter. On the other
hand, even if one makes no additional assumptions be-
yond a standard hot early universe preceded by inflation,
there are actually two values for the dark matter mass
which lead to the correct relic density, not one. The first
is of course the above mentioned thermal freeze-out mass,
determined by Eq. (4). The second corresponds to taking
a heavy dark matter mass, larger than the reheating tem-
perature of the universe after inflation, so that dark mat-
ter has never attained equilibrium after inflation. This is
the so-called WIMPZILLA scenario [5]. There, the cor-
rect relic density is realized by carefully arranging the
dark matter mass, the maximum temperature of the uni-
verse after inflation, T

max

, and the reheating temperature
T

R

. The first of these possibilities is generally considered
more attractive primarily because it has been expected
that new physics will be present at the TeV scale in any
case to stabilize the Higgs mass. The second scenario,
on the other hand, appears somewhat fine tuned due to
the carefully chosen Boltzmann factors. However, the
present experimental situation suggests a rethinking of
these arguments (see also discussions in the final section).
In the followings, we take the second scenario and discuss
to what extent we can probe the reheating process via the
direct detection experiments of dark matter.

The Boltzmann equation of the number density n of
dark matter is give by,

d

dt
n + 3Hn = �h�vi (n2 � n2

EQ

) , (5)

where n
EQ

denotes the number density in the thermal
equilibrium. After the end of inflation, the Hubble pa-
rameter and the temperature of the universe scale by the
scaling factor of the universe a;

H = H
R

✓
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a
R

◆�⌘

, T = T
R

✓
a

a
R

◆�✏

, (6)

where ⌘ = 2 and ✏ = 1 in the radiation dominated era
while ⌘ = 3/2 and ✏ = 3/8 in the inflaton dominated
era [18]. Here, the subscripts R denote the values at the
end of the reheating process. The maximal temperature
T

max

is related to the Hubble parameter at the end of
inflation via

H
inf

' H
R

⇥
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T
max

T
R

◆
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. (7)
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FIG. 1: The contour plot of the relic density of the minimal
hypercharged dark matter with k = 2 and Y = 1/2. The thick
(blue) line corresponds to the observed dark matter density.
The correct density is realized for M

DM

/T
e↵

' 24 indepen-
dently of M

DM

. The vertical (green) lines show the current
lower limit on the mass of the hypercharged mass from the
Xenon 100 experiment and the prospected constrained with a
thousand times more sensitivity.

The dark matter abundance is straightforwardly given
by solving the above equation with the initial condition
n

X

(T
max

) = 0. As a result, we obtain the resultant relic
density,
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where g⇤ ' O(100) denotes the e↵ective number of rela-
tivistic degrees of freedom during the reheating process,
M

pl

the reduced Planck scale, s
0

the entropy density of
the present universe, and H

0

= 100km/s/Mpc�1. The
exponent, x

e↵

, which stems from the Boltzman suppres-
sion factor in n

EQ

is given by,
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for max[x
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, x
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] < x
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and

x
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log x
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, (10)

for x
med

> x
R

. Here, we have introduced the variable
x = M

DM

/T and defined x
med

= 3 + ⌘ � 4✏/2✏ and
x0

med

= 3 + ⌘ � 3✏/2✏. In the inflaton dominated period,
they take x

med

= 4 and x0
med

= 4.5. It is notable that
the relic density depends on the mass of dark matter
only through x

e↵

. Thus, we find that the observed dark
matter density is obtained for x

e↵

' 24 independently of
the dark matter mass for the minimal hypercharged dark
matter with a small dependence on the dimension of the
SU(2) representation. (See Fig. 1).

Now, let us discuss the implications on T
max

and T
R

in
detail. In Fig. 2, we show the parameter region which re-
produces the observed dark matter density on (T

R

, T
max

)

The relation between Te' and TMAX , TR :

TR ~ 107-9GeV (MDM/2x1010GeV)

Te' becomes independent of Tmax (thermalization peaks at Tmed )

Once MDM is determined by the direct detection experiments :

(xmed’ = 4.5)
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The direct detection cross section shows the isospin violating nature 
due to the Z-boson exchange !

Isospin preserving Isospin violating
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The lack of new physics at the LHC so far weakens the argument for weak scale thermal dark
matter. On the other hand, heavier, non-thermal dark matter is generally di�cult to test experi-
mentally. Here we consider the interesting and generic case of hypercharged dark matter, which can
allow for heavy dark matter masses without spoiling testability. Planned direct detection experi-
ments will be able to see a signal for masses up to an incredible 1010 GeV, and this can further serve
to probe the the reheating temperature up to ⇠ 109 GeV, as determined by the non-thermal dark
matter relic abundance. The Z-mediated nature of the dark matter scattering may be determined
in principle by comparing scattering rates on di↵erent detector nuclei, which in turn can reveal the
dark matter mass. We will discuss the extent to which future experiments may be able to make
such a determination.

The success of the Minimal Standard Model to date
may suggest that simplicity should be taken as a guiding
principle in constructing models of new physics. An im-
plication could be that the sector responsible for the dark
matter of the universe consists of just a single new par-
ticle, and exploring its possible Standard Model charges
is then of key importance. Many important constraints
have already been placed.

If the dark matter particle has a sizable electric charge,
then it would have collected in the cores of neutron stars
and caused collapse to black holes, which leads to a lower
limit on the dark matter mass about 1017 GeV [? ]. QCD
charged dark matter is constrained by direct detection
experiments to be heavier than about 1016 GeV [? ]. In
both of these cases, it is di�cult to populate such heavy
particles in the early universe, although there may be
some mechanisms for doing so [? ]. Therefore, the most
interesting remaining possibility is that of dark matter
which is in some representation of electroweak SU(2),
along with a hypercharge chosen to make one of the com-
ponents electrically neutral [1][18].

In this letter, we discuss the possibility of hypercharged
minimal dark matter produced non-thermally from the
thermal-bath during the reheating process after inflation.
We will show that a signal at direct detection experi-
ments would be correlated to concrete information about
the reheating temperature and associated thermal his-
tory. In particular, a signal at future experiments could
e↵ectively measure the reheating temperature to within
a two order of magnitude window. Planned detectors
will be sensitive to masses of up to ⇠ 1010 GeV, and in
turn reheating temperatures of up to ⇠ 107 � 109 GeV.
Making such constraints compelling would require gain-
ing evidence that heavy hypercharged dark matter was
indeed responsible for an observed signal. We will show
that such evidence could be gleaned by comparing rates
and spectra at multiple nuclear targets, to determine the
Z-mediated nature of the scattering. In particular, cur-

rently planned experiments have the capability to rule
out a future signal as being mediated by Higgs exchange,
or other isospin conserving possibilities, at 90% confi-
dence level. Hidden photon mediated scattering could be
even more tightly constrained. Indeed, in such a situa-
tion, Z-mediated scattering might be the most compelling
possiblity, with farther o↵ experiments capable of giving
further confirmation.

Direct detection of hypercharged dark matter.

In order for the dark matter SU(2)
L

multiplet to con-
tain an electrically neutral particle (which is then also
the lightest one [1]), a variety of hypercharge assign-
ments are possible. For a doublet, for example, the hy-
percharge must be 1/2. If the hypercharge is non-zero,
the dark matter particle interacts with nuclei via Z-boson
exchange, with a spin independent scattering cross sec-
tion,

�
�N

=
G2

F

µ2

N

2⇡
Y 2(N � (1� 4 sin2 ✓

W

)Z)2 . (1)

where G
F

is the Fermi constant, Y the dark matter hy-
percharge, µ

N

is the reduced mass of the nucleus and
dark matter, ✓

W

the weak mixing angle, and N and Z
are the number of neutrons and protons in the target,
respectively. Here, we have assumed fermionic dark mat-
ter. For the scalar case, the cross section is multiplied by
a factor of 4.

The strongest direct detection constraint presently
comes from the XENON100 experiment [4], and at large
masses, it takes the form

�
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& 2⇥ 10�44cm2 ⇥
✓

M
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◆
, (2)

at the 90% C.L. Here, �
n

is the dark matter nucleon cross
section, taken as equal for protons and neutrons. This
translates into the requirement �

�Xe

& 6⇥ 10�36cm2 for
m

DM

= 1TeV, from which follows

M
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Xe/Ge : 3.27 Xe/Ge : 3.62
Xe/Ar : 10.8 Xe/Ar : 12.4

About a 10%
di!erence !

By comparing signals at di!erent target materials, we can test the 
isospin violation !

Can we test Hypercharged Minimal Dark Matter Further ?
(Challenging though...)
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One caveat : We do not know the DM velocity distribution very precisely... 

vmin =
!

Erecoil

2MN

Minimal velocity for Erecoil .

Velocities for a given Erecoil are
di!erent for di!erent targets...

The e!ects of the isospin violation can be mimicked by the small change
of the velocity distributions in the Xe/Ar comparison.

→ We only use Xe/Ge comparison.
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over, the ratio of proton to neutron numbers in Argon
(.82) and Germanium (.78) only di↵er by about 5%. For
this reason, Argon will not be a very useful element for
an f

p

/f
n

determination, unless the low energy threshold
is able to be dereased. On the other hand, Xenon and
Germanium experiments will probe similar parts of the
halo, and the proton to neutron ratio at Xenon (.70) is
about 10% di↵erent from that of Germanium. In what
follows, we will therefore only consider a comparsion of
Xenon and Germanium events.

In our analysis, we generate “true” direct detection
signals according to the cross section in Eq. (1) for each
target nucleus– i.e. hypothetically what we are suppos-
ing each experiment will measure. For this purpose have
fixed the astrophysical parameters such as the local dark
matter density, ⇢

0

= 0.4 GeV/cm�3, the local circular
velocity, v

0

= 230km/s, and the Galactic escape velocity
v

⇢esc

= 544km/s assuming a Maxwell velocity distribu-
tion. We then take the dark matter mass, dark matter
neutron scattering cross section, and f

p

/f
n

as free pa-
rameters, and compare with with the signal recoil spectra
of the “true” signals in ten linearly-spaced bins between
10 keV and 100 keV.

In Fig. 3, we show the required e↵ective exposures at
future Xenon and Germanium experiments (after cuts)
for 90%C.L. exclusions on values of f

p

/f
n

for given dark
matter masses. Here, we have marginalized over the value
of the dark matter neutron cross section. Note that
presently planned Xenon and Germanium experiments
are expected to be able to achieve zero-background ex-
posures of about 2 ton years [? ]. Interestingly, the
figure shows that the isospin preserving hypothesis, i.e.
f

p

/f
n

= 1, can be excluded by multi ton-scale direct
detection experiments (corresponding to a few hundred
events) for M

DM

. 108 GeV. As we will discuss further in
the next section, this could arguably lend a fair bit of sup-
port to the hypercharged dark matter hypothesis, with
farther future experiments in principle able to strengthen
the case. [25] It should be noted that the above results
are only mildly sensitive to the assumed halo velocity
distributions, due to the large v

min

overlap regions for
Xenon and Germanium experiments. We will leave fur-
ther details of the impact of astrophysical uncertainties
to future work.

Discussion. To date, no signs of new physics have ap-
peared at the LHC, and it is appearing very likely that
the hierarchy problem is at least incompletely solved, if
not totally unsolved in nature. This diminishes the ex-
pectation for a TeV scale thermal relic associated with
naturalness. Even if the dark matter mass is heavy, and
the relic abundance obtains an expontial sensitivity to
M

DM

/T
max

, the associated fine tuning is actually rather
mild– of order 5%. It is even less severe if the reheat-
ing temperature is smaller than the dark matter mass,
so that the Boltzmann factor is not the only e↵ect sup-

0.2 ton◊year
0.6 ton◊year

eeff
XeêGe= 2 ton◊year

6 ton◊year
20 ton◊year

60 ton◊year
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FIG. 3: The required e↵ective exposures for a 90% C.L. ex-
clusion of the isospin violation dark matter for a given hy-
percharged dark matter mass. The isospin preserving dark
matter corresponds to fp/fn = 1. The shaded region has
been excluded by the XENON100 experiments (see Eq. (3)).

pressing the relic abundance. Moreover, the coincidence
between the sizes of m

DM

and T
max

may have a similar
origin to the coincidence between the sizes of the cosmo-
logical constant and the energy density of the universe
at the time of galaxy formation: it has been argued that
the dark matter density could be set by selection e↵ects
for the formation of structure and habitable planets, just
as is the case for the CC [? ]. If the dark matter mass
is not forbidden by any symmetry, as in the minimal hy-
percharged scenario we have considered, then an ⇠ 5%
fine tuning may be completely irrelevant compared to the
preference for the dark matter mass to be closer to the
fundamental scale.

As a specific example, if supersymmetry is present in
the fundamental theory, then its non-discovery at the
LHC so far is suggestive that the supersymmetry break-
ing scale may be preferentially very high. In that case an-
thropic selection might set the supersymmetry breaking
scale and/or the µ parameter to be appropriately close
to T

max

in order to yield an appropriate relic abundance
for the LSP. Indeed, there are then two primary cases of
interest: first, it is possible that only the µ parameter is
fine tuned to be close to T

max

so that the Higgsino is per-
haps alone at that scale. A second possibility is that all
of the superpartner masses are close to T

max

. In this case
the splitting between the neutral Higgsino components is
of order 10 keV ⇥ 10

8
GeV

MDM
. Thus, if the Higgsino is the

LSP, then in most of the mass range we have been con-
sidering the scattering will be e↵ectively elastic, so that
the signal will be as we have discussed. It is then remark-
able that this scenario becomes highly testable and will
be probed through several more orders of magnitude of
interesting parameter space at upcoming experiments.

90% exclusion of fp /fn

With a multi-ton e!ective exposure (~O(100) events), we can exclude 
the isospin preserving model, i.e. fp/fn = 1, for hypercharged  minimal 
dark matter of MDM < 108-9 GeV !

The e!ective exposure after background 
rejection to exclude fp/fn assuming 
hyper-charged DM

Xe : Xenon1T, DARWIN...Ge : superCDMS/GEODM, EURECA...

Irreducible background from nuclear 
scattering by the atmospheric neutrino 
are negligible for O(1) ton.year...

!!N =
G2

F µ2
N

2"
Y 2(N2 + fp/fnZ)2

Multi-ton scale detectors :

Can we test Hypercharged Minimal Dark Matter Further ?

Here, we assumed the neutron form factor 
is equal to the proton form factor...



Summary

SU(2)L charged
 dark matter 

Y = 0 : minimal dark matter

Y " 0 : hypercharged minimal dark matter 
→ a viable WIMP candidate !

→ a viable WIMPZILLA candidate !

Next generation direct detection experiments reach to MDM 
= 1010-11GeV .
Through the direct detection experiments we can determine the 
reheating temperature to TR ~ 107-9GeV (MDM/2x1010GeV) .

By collecting O(100) DM signal events on di!erent target materials, 
we will get strong hints on the hypercharged DM through the test 
of the isospin violation (still challenging though) !

Which scenario is more favorable ?
The WIMP scenario "ts together well with the Naturalness arguments.
From the view point of Simplicity of the dark matter sector, however,
both scenarios are equally acceptable !

Features of hypercharged minimal dark matter.



Z-boson exchange
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Putting Simplicity on Dark Matter
The neutral component is the lightest !

The Coulomb generated by ), Z, W potentials pushes up each masses:

!M =
!

d3x

"
1
2
(!")2 +

MV

2
"2

#
=

g2e!MV r

8#r
(1 + MV r)

$$$$
r="

r=0

! =
g

4"r
e!MV r

Ex)  doublet Y=1/2 ) Z W
*0 0 g2/2cW g2

*± 1 g2/2cW (1-sW2) g2

Mass di!erence : Mcharged - Mneutral = +2 sW2 MZ / 2 = 350 MeV. 

FIG. 2. Branching ratios for L± ! L0X where X = !±,
e±", or µ±".

P (bl) = 1 !
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2
b2
l ! 4b4

l +
15b4

l

2
!

1 ! b2
l

tanh!1

"

1 ! b2
l , (6)

f! " 130MeV, !c is the Cabibbo angle, b! = m!/"m,
and bl = ml/"m. The branching ratios for each of these
modes are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of mL. The
exclusive mode L± # L0#! of course dominates since it
is two body and since f! $ "m.

Observable signatures of a massive vector doublet are
very limited. Virtual contributions to the oblique elec-
troweak parameters are insignificant since the doublet
does not gain a mass from electroweak symmetry break-
ing. The S parameter is proportional to corrections to
mixing between W 3 and B gauge eigenstates. This re-
quires at least two Higgs insertions and arises only at two
loops. The T parameter is proportional to isospin viola-
tion, which likewise arises only at two loops. Direct decay
of the Z boson to massive doublets is however important
if kinematically open. The contribution to the Z boson
total width is equivalent to 2(1 + (1! 2 sin2 !W )2) " 2.6
massive Majorana neutrino species. This would unac-
ceptably modify the Z width unless mL

>$
1
2
mZ .

Direct detection of doublets which are too heavy to
a!ect the Z boson total width is very challenging even
though they are produced copiously if kinematically ac-
cessible; at an e+e! collider, $(L+L!) $ $(L0L̄0) $
$(µ+µ!)

!

1 ! 4m2
L/s [5]. The neutral L0 and L̄0 inter-

act weakly like a massive neutrino and exit the detector
without depositing visible energy. The principle reason
for the di"culty in observing L± is that the decays (4)
and (5) give an L± decay length of O(cm). The lab frame
L± decay distance for di!erent center of mass energies
relevant at LEPII are shown in Fig. 3 The typical decay
length is unfortunately too short to utilize a topological
trigger which identifies essentially back-to-back charged
tracks largely independent of total energy deposition in
the detector. Such a trigger requires that at least one
of the tracks traverse the inner tracking region which
typically extends to O(30 cm). Triggering on the very

FIG. 3. Decay distance of L± in the lab frame at an
e+e! collider as a function of mL. The decays are boosted
for

"
s = 135, 161, and 183 GeV.

soft charged decay products is equally di"cult. For the
L± # L0#± decay mode, the #± radius of curvature in
the detector magnetic field is O(m/Tesla). Separating
such tracks at the trigger level from soft charged tracks
arising from beam-beam interactions is problematic.

One method to search for production of invisible or
nearly invisible particles is to trigger on an associated
hard radiated photon. This has been suggested for count-
ing neutrino species [6], and as a means to search for neu-
tral supersymmetric particles, including photinos [7,8],
neutralinos [9,10] sneutrinos [8,9,11], and nearly degen-
erate Higgsinos or Winos [12]. In the approximation
that the associated photon arises solely from initial state
radiation, a photon radiator function [13] can be con-
voluted with the radiation free cross section to obtain
the di!erential cross as a function of c" % cos !" and
x" = E"/Ebeam:

d$(L+L!%)

dx"dc"
= $(L+L!)((1 ! x")s)R(x" , c" ; s) (7)

where,

R(x" , c" ; s) =
&

#

1

x"

#

1 + (1 ! x")2

1 + 4m2/s! c2
"

!
x2

"

2

$

. (8)

The LEP experiments can trigger on central photons with
| cos !" | <$ 0.7 and energies greater than 5–10 GeV [14].
The cross section $(e+e! # L+L!%) at

&
s = 183GeV

with this photon coverage is plotted in Fig. 4 for several
values of mL as function of the minimum photon energy
for tagging, Emin

" .
The largest backgrounds for single hard photon pro-

duction are e+e! # ''̄% and e+e! # Z% with Z # ''̄,
and to a lesser extent e+e! # l+l!% with both l+ and l!

forward and undetected. However, at the analysis level
these can be separated from the signal e+e! # L+L!%
by requiring identification of two soft #± and/or l" aris-
ing from L± decays. Additional processes with very soft

3

FIG. 1. Doublet mass splitting !m ! mL± " mL0 as a
function of mL.

ence of SU(2)L!U(1)Y breaking is L̄T aL H†T aH , where
H is the Higgs boson operator. For fermionic doublets
this is a non-renormalizable operator. In a renormaliz-
able theory it receives finite calculable corrections. The
mass splitting !m " mL± # mL0 is therefore calculable
within the low energy theory [3].

At lowest order the mass splitting comes from one-loop
corrections with virtual photon and Z boson exchange to
both the masses and wave functions. Virtual W± bosons
do not contribute since the couplings to L! and L0 are
identical. The one-loop mass splitting for on-shell states
is

!m =
"

2
mZf(m2

L/m2
Z) (2)

where f(r) is the loop function

f(r) =

$
r

#

! 1

0

dx (2 # x) ln

"

1 +
x

r(1 # x)2

#

. (3)

For r % 1, f(r) & 0 and for r ' 1, f(r) & 1. The
radiatively generated mass splitting is plotted in Fig. 1
for mL in the range 50–100 GeV. The asymptotic value of
the splitting for m2

L ' m2
Z is !m = 1

2
"mZ ( 355 MeV.

In this limit the mass renormalization is twice as large in
magnitude and opposite in sign as compared with wave
function renormalization.

The important features of the radiatively induced mass
splitting can be understood in an e!ective field theory
analysis. In the low energy theory below mZ the L! mass
receives a linearly divergent contribution from the virtual
photon loop. This divergence is cut o! in the full theory
by momenta above O(mZ) for which electroweak symme-
try is e!ectively restored. The splitting is therefore pro-
portional to the electromagnetic fine structure constant
times the Z boson mass. The linear divergence in mo-
mentum space corresponds in real space to the Coulomb
self energy of L!. In the heavy field limit of m2

L ' m2
Z ,

the mass splitting (2) is precisely the di!erence between

the Coulomb self energies of L! and L0 due to the photon
and Z boson classical electric fields [4]. In this interpre-
tation it is clear that L! is heavier than L0, and that the
splitting vanishes without electroweak symmetry break-
ing.

The form of the splitting can also be understood in the
e!ective theory above mZ . In this description the cou-
pling of the gauge eigenstates W 3 and B, of the SU(2)L

and U(1)Y gauge groups respectively, to L! and L0 are
identical. Gauge invariance then implies that only dia-
grams which mix W 3 and B through an even number
of Higgs insertions can contribute to the splitting. All
these e!ective operators receive infrared divergent con-
tributions which are cut o! by momenta of O(mZ).

In a supersymmetric theory there are additional con-
tributions to the mass splitting (2). At lowest order
these come from one-loop diagrams with internal neu-
tralinos and the scalar partner of the vector doublet.
With an SU(2)L ! U(1)Y invariant soft mass for the
scalar partner of the form L = #m2

L̃
L̃†L̃, these contri-

butions appear only as corrections to the vector doublet
wave function. Electroweak symmetry breaking enters
the supersymmetric loops at lowest order in two ways.
The first is through gaugino-Higgsino mixing in the neu-
tralino mass matrix. Since the lowest order operator
in the e!ective theory above mZ which splits L0 and
L! requires at least two Higgs insertions, this contri-
bution arises only at second order in gaugino-Higgsino
mixing. In the mostly gaugino or Higgsino region of pa-
rameter space this contribution is then suppressed com-
pared with (2) by O(mLmZ/(µ2 # m2

!)). The second
way electroweak symmetry enters is through the scalar
partner SU(2)L D-term. This splits the scalar L̃! and
L̃0 masses by O(m2

Z/mL). At one loop this modifies
the vector doublet splitting by an amount which is sup-
pressed compared with (2) by O(mLmZ/m2

L̃
). The loop

momenta for both types of supersymmetric contributions
are O(max(mL̃, m!)). Because of these inherent sup-
pressions, over much of the parameter space possible su-
persymmetric contributions are small compared with the
dominant standard model contribution (2) to the doublet
mass splitting. Small corrections are however sensitive to
the superpartner spectrum.

The neutral state of the doublet, L0, is rendered ef-
fectively stable by discrete or continuous global chiral
symmetries. The state L! can however decay to L0

via charged current interactions. For the mass range
of interest here the most important decay modes are
L± & L0#±, L0e±$, and L0µ±$. The partial widths
for these modes are

"(L± & L0#±) =
G2

F

#
cos2 %cf

2
"!m3

$

1 # b2
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"(L± & L0l±$) =
G2

F

15#3
!m5

%

1 # b2
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where,
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X± →X0 + &±


